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⑴　ハーヴェイとネグリを含め，Saskia Sassen，Sidney Tarrow，Manuel Castells，Judith Butler，
Slavoj Zizek，Cornel West，Mike Davis，Craig Calhoun など，多くの著名な知識人たちがこうし



































⑼　五野（2012）第 4章および伊藤（2012）の第 6章，第 7章を参照。
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Transformation of Space, Time for Metamorphosis:
David Harvey and Antonio Negri on the Strategy for 
Social Change and Imagination
Hoseok, JEONG
Abstract
　 David Harvey and Antonio Negri are two leading theorists in the recent revival of Marxism 
under globalization and neo-liberalism.  This paper explores their theoretical divergence on so-
cial changes and imagination.  While both of them initially started their intellectual struggle by 
declaring a fundamental separation from the teleological-deterministic tendency in Marxist theo-
ry, they have developed contrasting styles of arguments, especially on the chances of anti-capi-
talistic insurgence and radical social change.
　 While Harvey, with a dialectical perspective on the transformation of spaces in which “insur-
gent architects” resist capitalism, proposes a renewed utopianism as endless progress, Negri tries 
to redefine materialism itself with a new concept of “Kairos”: an indeterminate moment when 
people’s revolutionary resistance and the constitution of “multitude” occurs.  By clarifying Har-
vey and Negri’s arguments on key issues, such as understandings of time and space, dialectics, 
the agent of revolution, and utopianism, this paper shows how “imagination” is conceptualized in 
their arguments on social change, which can be summed up as “transformation of space” (Harvey) 
and “time for metamorphosis” (Negri).
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